
CDC director Walensky is INFECTED with covid, after taking FIVE covid
“vaccines” that obviously don’t work

Description

USA: Centers for Disease Control (CDC) Director Rochelle Walensky went into isolation on 
Friday, October 21 due to a positive reading on her latest covid-19 PCR test. CDC senior staff 
are now tracking down Walensky’s closest contacts and taking the “appropriate action” to 
monitor her status.

Walensky is currently working remotely and is reporting “mild” symptoms of illness. The term “mild
illness” has been used in the corporate media to promote covid vaccines that failed to prevent illness
and transmission in public figures who have been vaccinated and boosted several times. The term
“mild illness” is subjective and has been used to describe a variety of respiratory illnesses that have
lasted from a few days to several weeks long and reoccurring thereafter (as in the case of Joe Biden
and Albert Bourla).

Vaccine pushers are trying to promote vaccine efficacy now by claiming the covid jab prevents “severe
illness” and only causes “mild symptoms.” In many cases, this is far from the truth. Cases of severe
illness, debilitation and death are recorded in healthy military service members who were mandated to
take the vaccines.

CDC’s lockdowns, restrictions, masking, and multiple vaccines
all failed
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The CDC director is now infected with the very sickness that she tried to avoid for two and half years.
Daily mask wearing rituals, nasal probes, and mouth swabs were pointless. Contact tracing and
intermittent quarantines were a failure. Physical distancing, persistent hand sanitizer use, and following
lines on the floor did not save the CDC director and all the other high level government employees that
have gotten sick multiple times anyway. All the CDC’s lockdowns, which devastated small businesses
and caused mass mental illness, were done in vain. All the child abuse that emanated from the advice
of public health experts COULD NOT stop the inevitable infection, nor did any of this mental illness
strengthen the innate immune system of the population.

Now, after taking FIVE covid “vaccines” and following all of the obnoxious, asinine protocols, the CDC
director is infected with covid. What do these experts have to say for themselves? Will they continue to
wear their mask and maintain six feet of social distancing? Will they push for a sixth dose of Pfizer and
Moderna’s mRNA operating system in 2023?

CDC director received the bivalent booster just a month ago
and pushed for kids to get the shots

Just a month earlier, Rochelle Walensky took a photo op at a CVS pharmacy in Brookline,
Massachusetts. She was photographed taking Moderna’s latest bivalent booster, and she urged others
to join in. She told the press that it was critical to get vaccinated ahead of the fall and winter. “I’m here
getting my updated fall vaccine because I think it’s critically important to do,” Walensky said.

“All the data from this new bivalent vaccine have demonstrated that it will protect you against — more
likely protect you — against the strains that we have circulating right now, those Omicron BA.5 strains,
as well as keep you well protected, because we’ve seen that some of that protection can wane over
time. So, we are really encouraging everybody to roll up their sleeves and get this updated bivalent
vaccine,” she said.

Rochelle Walensky even encouraged parents to line up their kids for the jab and all the boosters. “We
will wait to see what the FDA says about an updated booster vaccine for 5- to 11-year-olds, and we’ll
make some decisions soon thereafter,” she said.

The CDC just voted unanimously to add the covid-19 vaccine and one of its boosters to the childhood
vaccine schedule. This schedule is used by the states to mandate vaccines for public school
attendance. The state laws also include statutory exemptions, allowing parents to opt out of any and all
vaccines for their child’s school attendance. However, vaccine manufacturers have been coercing the
state legislators to remove these exemptions from the statutes in recent years, subverting the rights of
parents and dictating the doctor-patient relationship.

Rochelle Walensky cannot effectively “reorganize” the CDC, as she has promised to do. Under her
leadership, the CDC has taken part in mass fraud, human rights abuses, and crimes against humanity.
Her next isolation period should include handcuffs and interrogations.

by: Lance D Johnson
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